Synopsis
A basic instruction for ADF’s basic spiritual practice, the Druid’s Path, and for our introductory Dedicant’s Program
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Customer Reviews
More commonly referred to as the Dedicant Manual, "Our Own Druidry" is the handbook to ADF’s Dedicant Program (DP). The handbook provides the new ADF practitioner with a solid base to start from. In this short guide there is an introduction to ADF’s cosmology, ritual basics, how to get started attuning to the Gods and Spirits, and more. The book is divided in two sections that have further sub-sections. Most aren’t very long, but one must keep in mind that this is an introductory text. More experienced Pagans can read the book and get a refresher on the basics, which is always a good thing. The maximum benefit of the book can be gained by doing the work of the DP, even if you don’t submit your work for review. All in all this is a good introduction to ADF’s tradition of Neo-Pagan Druidry and serves as the foundation for all of ADF’s Study Programs.

I have the electronic version but would much rather have the book to refer back to. It is easily read and easy to follow.

Very detailed and informative. Started reading as soon as I got it and ended up procrastinating studying to finish this book.

A Beautiful walk through the Druid Path.

Dmca